I. Introduction

Computer technology has advanced to the point where an incomprehensible amount of processing power exists in a microchip the size of a grain of rice. This has in turn advanced audio and video technologies to the point where we are on the verge of delivering true 3D images and true full-bandwidth audio – with an ever-diminishing level of distortion – on devices that be carried in one hand, using delivery systems developed in the IT world.

The merging of the computing and audiovisual worlds creates a synergy that magnifies the potential of each. It also creates new opportunities for everyone involved. To maximize the benefits of this convergence, knowledge must be shared between the worlds of pro audio, AV, broadcast, IT, and other technologically related fields. Collaboration requires a common language. It also requires that professionals in each of these fields acknowledge the special expertise that they bring to the table, and abandon the attitude that one field is bound to “prevail” over another.

AV technologies can enhance a myriad of business and communications objectives. For the user and the technology manager, all of these technologies converge in the areas of decision-making, budgeting and practices.

This Guide is intended to:

1. Demystify technology behind AV
2. Provide building blocks to achieving AV best practices
3. Help users communicate with professional AV systems suppliers
II. The Design And Implementation Team

AV systems have long ago advanced beyond the portable systems that were simply rolled into the room on a cart when needed, and returned after use. Installed AV systems have become an integral part of a building’s infrastructure, like HVAC, lighting, and furnishings. Because of this, users rely on AV consultants, systems integrators and professionals from other disciplines involved in the AV system design and installation process. A successful outcome is to be anticipated. These include architects, engineers, general contractors, subcontractors, facility managers, and other specialists.

In this section we will describe the functions various professionals serve in the design and implementation of an AV system.

ARCHITECTS

When a system is critical to overall business operations and being designed into a new structure, an architect and other specialists may be involved in system design. The architect is ultimately responsible for helping users translate their vision into a physical reality. That “big picture” is often lost on the AV/IT integrator, whose focus is on the relative minutiae (e.g. projectors, loudspeakers and floor-box locations, etc.). A successful outcome requires that all parties pay attention to these areas:

1. COMMUNICATION

Make sure you have established open lines of communication with the architect, and that they understand your goals for the system. Learn about their methodology for delivery of information (in documents and drawings). Set a schedule for regular communication with the architect and the client.

2. CONSULTATION

While standardized systems are appropriate in many cases, each project has its unique aspects. The key to working with architects is to listen. Approaching a project with understanding and empathy builds camaraderie. Speaking with perspective and passion shows honesty and integrity. Express your creativity with the language of possibility.

3. COLLABORATION

Commit yourself and your team to the success of the project. Successful and creative solutions come from joint exploration of potential. Exploring alternatives, demonstrating out-of-the-box thinking, and respecting creative ideas that can come from non-technical sources can be equally valuable to the end result, and build stronger relationships.

Some of the preceding content originally appeared in an article by Craig Park, AIA, Systems Contractor News.
A common problem in any user–service provider relationship is when the user doesn’t believe that they got what they paid for. This probably happens more often when the product or service is technology-based, since so many users have little understanding of exactly what it is that they are paying for.

Every user comes to the table with a set of expectations of what they would like the provider to deliver. The problem happens when communication – the intersection of the user’s expectations and what is technically possible. They may also have grandiose expectations, the user is limited by lack of knowledge of what is technically possible. They may also have grandiose expectations of what modern AV systems can deliver.

AV professionals will help to educate your users on the true capabilities of the technologies they offer. Their emphasis needs to be on what can – and cannot – actually be delivered. There must be discussion of what is not possible. It will minimize misunderstandings and potential litigation.

III. Managing User Expectations

Tips to manage user expectations:

- Understand needs, and develop a plan to demonstrate return on investment.
- Present solutions to their communications problems or challenges.
- In the early stages, do more listening than talking.
- Develop a complete understanding of the user environment in which the AV system will operate.
IV. Managing The Project

There are three "generic" roles that are important in any AV/IT integration project:

- The Project Manager
- The Designer
- The Installer

THE PROJECT MANAGER

The Project Management Institute (www.pmi.org), a professional association that creates standards and practices for project management, has developed a body of knowledge (PMBOK) that formalizes the functions of project management. The eleven functions are classified into three groups: General PM Processes, Basic PM Functions, and Integrative PM Functions.

THE DESIGNERS

The designer has technical expertise to assess the user’s needs and translates them into documents that convey the design intent to the installers, usually in the form of drawings and specifications. Designers exist in almost all trades. The designer may work with a separate project manager or may serve as the project manager for their organization.

THE INSTALLERS

Installers are responsible for interpreting the design intent depicted in the documentation created by the designer, and assembling the item or system in the manner described. By law, the installer may need to be certified or licensed, and may or may not be part of a labor union, which may affect how some projects are constructed in different localities.

THE PROGRAM PHASE

During the program phase, the architect, AV/IT professional(s), and other design team members discover the end-user’s needs by examining the required application(s), the tasks and functions that support the application, and the wishes and desires of the end-user.

All of the information gathered in the program phase is interpreted and presented in a written program report. Once this document is distributed, reviewed, and approved, it becomes the basis for the design phase.

The steps in the program phase are summarized in the following flow chart:

DESIGN TEAM

This group designs the building and the systems and may include the following groups or individuals:

- Architect
- AV designer
- Interior designer
- Mechanical consultant
- Electrical consultant
- Plumbing consultant
- Structural consultant
- Lighting consultant
- Data/telecom consultant
- Acoustical consultant
- Security consultant
- Life Safety consultant
- Other industry or trade-specific consultants

INSTALLATION TEAM

This group provides construction and installation services and may include the following groups or individuals:

- General contractor
- AV integrator
- Mechanical contractor
- Electrical contractor
- Plumbing contractor
- Structural contractor
- Lighting contractor
- Data/telecom contractor
- Acoustical contractor
- Security contractor
- Life Safety contractor
- Other trade-specific contractors

MANAGEMENT TEAM

This group provides management services on the project and may include the following groups or individuals:

- Developer
- Constructions manager
- Building management agency
- Move consultant

REFERENCES

- AV/IT technology manager
- Facilities manager
- AV technology manager
- Building committee
- Buyer, purchasing agent, or contract representative

CONTRACT RELATIONSHIP

Coordination commonly required by contract

Additional coordination commonly practiced

LEGEND

Contact Relationship
Communication commonly required by contract
Communication commonly required amongst internal team/contractor relationship

SOURCE

- InfoComm’s Best Practices book
- (Source: InfoComm International)
THE DESIGN PHASE

The design phase translates program information into drawings and specifications. It also includes two interrelated parallel processes, one for infrastructure involving the entire building design team, and one involving primarily the AV designer for the electronic systems.

THE CONSTRUCTION PHASE

This phase is focused on three key processes: coordination, procurement, and installation. Prepared designs are finally translated into physical form, and the systems are brought into functionality. The major step for the AV/IT professional in this phase include:

1. The construction kick-off meeting
2. Preparing the submittals
3. Procuring the AV/IT equipment
4. Preparing the site
5. Pre-assembling and testing the AV system
6. Site installation
7. Finalizing the documentation

During the construction phase, project managers need to coordinate the on-site activities of the various contractors to avoid potential conflicts. All trade should be aware of the activities of each of the others at the various stages of construction.

COMMISSIONING AND TRAINING

No integration project is fully complete until the system has been commissioned and the owners (and sometimes end-users) have been trained on its operation. System commissioning plays a pivotal role in the overall AV/IT integration project. The commissioning agent (usually the AV consultant or system integrator) ensures that the standards have been followed, verifies that all contractual obligations have been met, and checks that the system is ready to perform properly in its intended use. All aspects of the system are tested, adjusted, and optimized.

After the commissioning process is complete, training is the next step to complete the handoff to the owner/end-users.

PROJECT DOCUMENTATION

Projects documentation falls into three major categories:
1. Contract documents
2. Project drawings
3. Project specifications

CONTRACT DOCUMENTS

These documents describe and define the business issues associated with the project. They typically include scope of work, contractor performance requirements, proof of insurance, description of building issues, duration and deadlines for each project element, and exclusions to the contact. Although the building owner creates them, the AV designer may have input regarding some of these documents (e.g., descriptions of the AV systems elements and performance requirements).

Some of the specific documents included in the contract documentation include:

Liability/Insurance Bonding – AV/IT system integrators carry typical business insurance, including worker’s compensation insurance, comprehensive general or commercial liability insurance, business automobile liability insurance, and employer’s liability insurance. Installers in particular may be required to post performance bonds and payment bonds, assuring the owner that performance work will be covered as well as any payments due to subcontractors.

"Many international companies from all over the world visit Telstra and have commented on how they have never seen anything like these conference facilities anywhere else. What we are really offering here is excellent functionality and extreme simplicity. The area of sight, the levels of audio and video and the amount of technology we could only accomplish if we controlled everything with AMX. That’s what makes it all come together.”

- Telstra, Melbourne, Australia
Letter of Transmittal – this form is used whenever documents, drawings, samples, or submittals are sent. It clearly indicates the addressee sender, contact information, a list of what is sent (including date or revision number), and any action expected to be taken by the receiving party. This form is used whether the items are sent by mail, courier, overnight carrier, or fax.

Request for Interpretation (RFI) – As the project progresses, questions inevitably arise about the project. They generally revolve around three basic types of issues:

- Design issue
- Site issue
- Owner change or request

The structure normally set in place for this process is the request for interpretation (RFI). This process is usually based on a paper or electronic form established for the project and that includes the RFI originator, the RFI receiver, and a space to enter the question and the response.

Some RFI’s are simply resolved by a clarification from the recipient of the RFI without a change in anyone’s contract. Others may need resolution through a change in the construction contract. In the latter case, other structured communications, such as a change order, may be generated.

Request for Change (RFC) – A request for change (RFC) is submitted (ultimately to be approved by the owner) if the integrator or consultant wants to change contractual obligations, equipment models or specifications, or system design. When an RFC is generated (or amended) by the integrator, pricing and impact throughout the project must be included.

Issues that can trigger an RFC are:
- Change in intended use of the system.
- Discontinued product.
- Architectural, mechanical, or millwork changes.
- Discovery of system or product incompatibilities or function.
- Any member of the project team can submit the RFC, although an AV project, the integrator or consultant most commonly creates the document. An approved RFC then becomes a change order.

Change Orders (CO) – Despite extensive due diligence during the design and bidding processes to ensure an appropriate system design, design and contract changes, requested with a change order (CO), may be needed as the project unfolds. Because of its ability to change the contract scope and pricing, it is arguably the most important form used through the construction phase. A few of the many reasons for AV system COs are:

- Changes or clarifications in anticipated use by end-user personnel.
- Architectural, millwork, finish, or other physical changes to the installation site.
- Design conflicts, omissions, or errors.
- Change in product availability or specifications.
- Availability of new products or technologies.
- Discovery of hidden site conditions.
- Budget adjustments.
- Schedule changes and delays by others.

Punch Lists – The punch list is a key element in the project process, because it becomes the final checklist for a complete installation and contract closeout. Depending on the contract language and relationships, the punch list may be created by the AV consultant, the owner’s AV project manager or the AV integrator’s project manager, or other internal personnel.

The preliminary punch list may be internal to the integrator under many design-build projects, but it is usually required for distribution to various design and owner team members under most other methods. The final punch list generated after the final commissioning test and alignment is usually distributed to the designated project team stakeholders under any method.

During the preliminary checkout, a preliminary punch list that includes all of the discovered system deficiencies, along with the possible resolution of each deficiency and the party responsible for each item, should be developed. The punch list should be distributed to the responsible parties for completion and should include due dates for completion of each item.

Each punch list is unique to the project for which it is generated, but some typical items that may appear on a punch list are:
- Poor AV connector terminations
- Damaged wiring
- Workmanship issues with equipment installation or aesthetic components of the work such as damaged wall finishes, unsightly cable management, and other problems that are visibly objectionable.
- Physical installation issues such as projector positioning, loudspeaker locations, and alignment and integration of devices into furniture
- All equipment failures
- Slow delivery or no delivery of goods by non-AV service providers (e.g., millwork, electrical, and other contractors)
- Slow or no delivery of OR communications and network services

While some items are the direct responsibility of the integrator, some are caused by delay in work by other parties. To resolve these issues, the AV integrator must play an active role in mediating timely solutions from the other parties. Proper planning, documentation, and communication are crucial.

PROJECT DRAWINGS

Architectural Drawings

Architectural drawings are used by contractors to determine how to build all of the structure elements. Small jobs may have only one or two drawings; bigger jobs have entire sets divided into different groups based on the construction process. Architectural drawings provide a technical illustration of all construction details including:

- Site work
- Foundation
- Structure
- Electrical
- Mechanical
- Finishes
- Details

AV Facilities Drawings

AV plans describe how the AV system components are interconnected. These plans provide the equipment placement, interconnection schematics, and rack elevation drawings. The drawings used most often by an AV project team are:

- Floor plan
- Reflected ceiling
- Electrical
- Elevator
- Riser

AV Systems Drawings

Typical components of the AV design drawings package include:

1. Title page and index
2. Typical power, grounding, and signal wiring details
3. Floor and reflected ceiling plans showing device locations
4. Rack elevations
5. Custom plate and panel details
6. Miscellaneous details and elevations, including:
   - Speaking arming info
   - Large scale plans, such as equipment or control room plans
   - Architectural elevations showing AV devices, their location, and relationships to other items on the walls
   - Custom-enclosure or mounting details for projectors, microphones, loudspeakers, media players, etc.
   - Furniture integration details
   - Any special circumstances or detail that may be required for the installer to properly understand the design intent

Project Specifications

Most construction projects in North America use the document format produced by the Construction Specifications Institute called MasterFormat. MasterFormat is a specifications-writing standard for commercial building design and construction projects. It lists titles and section numbers for organizing data about construction requirements, products, and activities. By standardizing such information, MasterFormat facilitates communication among architects, specifiers, contractors and suppliers, which help them to meet building owners’ requirements, timelines and budgets.

(Some content from this chapter originally appeared in the AV Design Reference Manual, published by InfoComm and ICMA.)
V. Codes And Standards Related To The Av Industry

The Institute oversees the creation, promulgation and use of thousands of norms and guidelines that directly impact businesses in nearly every sector from acoustical devices to construction equipment, from dairy and livestock production to energy distribution, and many more. ANSI is also actively engaged in accrediting programs that assess conformance to standards – including globally recognized cross-sector programs such as the ISO/IEC (quality) and ISO 14000 (environmental) management systems.

ADVANCED TELEVISION SYSTEMS COMMITTEE (ATSC) www.atsc.org

The Advanced Television Systems Committee, Inc., was formed in 1983 as an international, non-profit organization developing voluntary standards for digital television. The ATSC member organizations represent the broadcast, broadcast equipment, motion picture, consumer electronics, computer, cable, satellite, and semiconductor industries. ATSC creates and fosters implementation of voluntary Standards and Recommended Practices to advance terrestrial digital television broadcasting, and to facilitate interoperability with other media.

AUDIO ENGINEERING SOCIETY (AES) www.aes.org

The Audio Engineering Society was formed in 1948 as a professional society devoted exclusively to audio technology. The AES serves its members, the industry and the public by stimulating and facilitating advances in the constantly changing field of audio. It encourages and disseminates new developments through annual technical meetings and exhibitions of professional equipment, and through the Journal of the Audio Engineering Society, the professional archival publication in the audio industry.

CANADIAN ELECTRICAL (CE) CODE www.csaa.ca

The Canadian Standards Association (CSA) is a non-profit membership-based association serving business, industry, government and consumers in Canada and the global marketplace. The CSA produces several documents and standards that affect AV in Canada. The Canadian Electrical (CE) Code is updated every four years.

The intent of CE Code Part 1 is to establish safety standards for the installation and maintenance of electrical equipment, including telecommunications. As with the NEC, the CE Code Part 1 is a voluntary code that may be adopted and enforced by provincial and territorial regulatory authorities. The CE Code Part 1 is the Canadian equivalent of the NEC and the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, Inc® (IEEE®) National Electrical Safety Code® (NESC®) in the U.S.

Construction Codes

Construction codes are governmental regulations that define the construction requirements for all aspects of building construction, including:

• Location
• Size
• Materials
• Plumbing
• Electrical

Construction codes are defined for a particular state, city, or jurisdiction. All persons working on a construction project, including AV installers, must follow the requirements defined by construction codes.

The International Building Code (IBC) is a construction code developed by the International Code Council® (ICL). The IBC is often used by local officials when developing the building codes for a particular jurisdiction.

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION (FCC) www.fcc.gov

The FCC formed the National Television System Committee (NTSC) in 1940 to develop television broadcasting standards. The rules and regulations of the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) are codified in Title 47 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR). Title 47, Part 76—Cable Television Service (47 CFR 76), addresses multichannel video and cable television (TV) service. The rules and regulations of Part 47 provide for the certification of cable TV systems and for their operation in conformity with standards for TV broadcast signals, program exclusivity, cablecasting, access channels, and related matters.

The intent of CE Code Part 1 is to establish safety standards for the installation and maintenance of electrical equipment, including telecommunications. As with the NEC, the CE Code Part 1 is a voluntary code that may be adopted and enforced by provincial and territorial regulatory authorities. The CE Code Part 1 is the Canadian equivalent of the NEC and the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, Inc® (IEEE®) National Electrical Safety Code® (NESC®) in the U.S.

Construction Codes

Construction codes are governmental regulations that define the construction requirements for all aspects of building construction, including:

• Location
• Size
• Materials
• Plumbing
• Electrical

Construction codes are defined for a particular state, city, or jurisdiction. All persons working on a construction project, including AV installers, must follow the requirements defined by construction codes.

The International Building Code (IBC) is a construction code developed by the International Code Council® (ICL). The IBC is often used by local officials when developing the building codes for a particular jurisdiction.

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION (FCC) www.fcc.gov

The FCC formed the National Television System Committee (NTSC) in 1940 to develop television broadcasting standards. The rules and regulations of the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) are codified in Title 47 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR). Title 47, Part 76—Cable Television Service (47 CFR 76), addresses multichannel video and cable television (TV) service. The rules and regulations of Part 47 provide for the certification of cable TV systems and for their operation in conformity with standards for TV broadcast signals, program exclusivity, cablecasting, access channels, and related matters.

The intent of CE Code Part 1 is to establish safety standards for the installation and maintenance of electrical equipment, including telecommunications. As with the NEC, the CE Code Part 1 is a voluntary code that may be adopted and enforced by provincial and territorial regulatory authorities. The CE Code Part 1 is the Canadian equivalent of the NEC and the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, Inc® (IEEE®) National Electrical Safety Code® (NESC®) in the U.S.

Construction Codes

Construction codes are governmental regulations that define the construction requirements for all aspects of building construction, including:

• Location
• Size
• Materials
• Plumbing
• Electrical

Construction codes are defined for a particular state, city, or jurisdiction. All persons working on a construction project, including AV installers, must follow the requirements defined by construction codes.

The International Building Code (IBC) is a construction code developed by the International Code Council® (ICL). The IBC is often used by local officials when developing the building codes for a particular jurisdiction.

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION (FCC) www.fcc.gov

The FCC formed the National Television System Committee (NTSC) in 1940 to develop television broadcasting standards. The rules and regulations of the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) are codified in Title 47 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR). Title 47, Part 76—Cable Television Service (47 CFR 76), addresses multichannel video and cable television (TV) service. The rules and regulations of Part 47 provide for the certification of cable TV systems and for their operation in conformity with standards for TV broadcast signals, program exclusivity, cablecasting, access channels, and related matters.
DID YOU KNOW?

In 1865, after two and a half months of arduous negotiation, the International Telegraph Union (ITU) was established to facilitate subsequent amendments to this initial agreement. Today, ITU is a United Nations agency for information and communication technologies. There are four sectors within ITU of relevance to AV/IT industry:

- Radiocommunication (ITU-R)
- Telecommunication (ITU-T)
- Radiocommunication (ITU-R)
- Telecommunications Industry Association (TIA) Standards

ITU TELECOM

ITU TELECOM brings together the top names from across the ICT industry as well as ministers and regulators and many more for a major exhibition, a high-level forum and a host of other opportunities.

SOCIETY OF MOTION PICTURE AND TELEVISION ENGINEERS (SMPTE)

Established to help spread equitable, sustainable and affordable access to information and communication technologies (ICT), the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE) is a technical society for the motion imaging industry. SMPTE members are spread throughout 85 countries. SMPTE (SMPTE) is a nonprofit trade association serving the communications and technology industries, the role in this movement played by AV/IT integrators.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION (TIA) STANDARDS

Telecommunications Industry Association (TIA) is a nonprofit trade association serving the communications and information technology industry in the United States. TIA is involved in standards development, and its members manufacture or supply the products and services used in communications.

NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE® (NEC)

The National Electrical Code (NEC), published by National Fire Protection Association (NFPA), defines recommended building codes that pertain to electrical systems, including elements of AV systems, and has been adopted by most North American areas to varying degrees.

The NEC provides guidelines for:

- Electrical power distribution installation.
- Conduit usage.
- Wiring composition for different spaces within a structure.

AV/IT integrators typically determine the codes that pertain to the specific area and follow the most restrictive code that covers it.

VI. Green Building

The Green movement has become a global phenomenon, and no industry is unaffected by it. While its direct impact is most obvious on the construction, manufacturing, and energy industries, the role in this movement played by AV/IT integrators can be far substantial.

SOFTICE 2000

Softice 2000 AV System Software & Smart Programming. The AMX Business Management Suite (BMS) is a comprehensive suite of software solutions for corporate and campus I.T., facilities managers, meeting room users, homeowners and integrators looking for a way to manage, operate and control equipment and their associated electronic devices.

There are at least four key areas where AV can be involved in sustainability and efficient energy use:

- Ask suppliers if their manufacturing operation is RoHS compliant. RoHS stands for the “Directive on the Restriction of the Use of Certain Hazardous Substances in Electrical and Electronic Equipment”, adopted in 2003 by the European Union. It restricts the use of six hazardous materials in the manufacture of various types of electronic and electrical equipment. It is closely linked with the Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment Directive (WEEE), which sets collection, recycling and recovery targets for electrical goods and is part of a legislative initiative to solve the problem of huge amounts of toxic e-waste.

- Look for and place a priority on EnergyStar compliant products. EnergyStar is a joint program of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and the U.S. Department of Energy helping us all save money and protect the environment through energy efficient products and practices.

PRODUCT SELECTION

- Look for and place a priority on EnergyStar compliant products. EnergyStar is a joint program of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and the U.S. Department of Energy helping us all save money and protect the environment through energy efficient products and practices.

- Ask suppliers if their manufacturing operation is RoHS compliant. RoHS stands for the “Directive on the Restriction of the Use of Certain Hazardous Substances in Electrical and Electronic Equipment”, adopted in 2003 by the European Union. It restricts the use of six hazardous materials in the manufacture of various types of electronic and electrical equipment. It is closely linked with the Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment Directive (WEEE), which sets collection, recycling and recovery targets for electrical goods and is part of a legislative initiative to solve the problem of huge amounts of toxic e-waste.
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**AMX GUIDE TO SYSTEM INTEGRATION PRACTICES**

**INSTALLATION PRACTICES**

- Use lead-free solder when making terminations.

**SYSTEM OPERATION AND USE**

- Emphasize the critical importance of intelligent AV control and management systems – not just because they can conserve energy, but also because they save the client money in the long run.

**DISPOSAL**

- When technologies or product are replaced, make sure that old gear is disposed of properly. There are companies that specialize in the disposal of business e-waste and equipment that may contain hazardous substances and materials.

The U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) was formed in 1993 with the goal of transforming the building design and construction industries toward sustainability. USGBC members quickly began work on the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) point system to establish a metric for building designers, contractors, and owners to track a project’s “greenness.” LEED Version 1.0 was released in 1998 and the rating system continues to evolve and diversify to address various project types: new construction, existing buildings, commercial interiors, and shell and core, as well as specific markets: schools, healthcare, retail, and residential.

LEED not only addresses the environmental issues one would expect, such as water management, recycling/house of materials, and energy efficiency, but it also focuses on health and productivity issues, such as indoor air quality, thermal comfort, and daylighting. The goal of green buildings is not simply to be better for the environment, but to be better for the people who live, work, and learn in them. With building representing nearly 40 percent of our total energy consumption and people spending nearly 90 percent of our time indoors, efficient and healthy buildings are becoming a major priority.

The LEED rating system is organized and awarded points in the following areas: sustainable sites, water efficiency, energy and atmosphere, materials and resources, indoor environmental quality, and innovation in design. According to the number of points earned in these areas, LEED recognizes levels of achievement and assigns a certification value to the project, from basic to silver, gold, or platinum.

The interest in achieving LEED certification has grown drastically over just the last several years. In 2000, there were 400 LEED-certified buildings, but the next year (2007), that number increased to 1,000. Currently, there are over 6,000 buildings in the pipeline toward certification. At least two federal agencies, 22 states, and 75 cities are now requiring that all of their new buildings achieve LEED certification.

**LEED CREDITS WHERE AV AND ACOUSTICS CAN HELP (OR HURT)**


- **2. Enhanced Commissioning** (1 point) calls for an independent commissioning agent for major building systems, potentially including communications systems.

- **3. Energy Measurement and Verification** (1 point) establishes and implements a plan to measure the building’s actual ongoing energy consumption versus design assumptions.

- **4. Rapidly Renewable Materials** (1 point) seeks to reduce the use of finite raw materials with rapidly renewable ones. For AV environments, this credit would apply primarily to specifying acoustical materials from rapidly renewable sources such as cotton batt insulation.

- **5. Certified Wood** (1 point) encourages environmentally responsible forest management by specifying wood products from certified sites.

- **6. Low-Emitting Materials** (1 point) seeks to improve indoor air quality by reducing the presence of volatile organic compounds (VOC), such as urea-formaldehyde.

Though you won’t find the term “AV” or any specific requirements for AV in the primary LEED rating systems, that doesn’t mean AV has no impact on this system. There are at least 10 areas in the LEED point system where AV and the often-interrelated field of acoustics can affect, both positively and negatively, the number of points a project can earn. Major AV/IT customer groups in the government, education, corporate vertical markets (among others) are recognizing the benefits of giving green and are requiring, by contract, their design and construction teams to deliver green buildings. The AV/IT industries can help clients reach higher LEED performance today by becoming educated on how “Green AV” systems can be deployed. Projects that lose LEED points due to lack of understanding will not be a good excuse.
The LEED for Schools rating system specifically factors classroom furnishing and acoustical finishes into the VOC limits.

7. Controllability of Systems (1-2 points) encourages lighting and thermal control by individuals and groups to increase productivity. The lighting credit is consistent with recommendations AV professionals have been making for years. The thermal control credit could lead to greater AV control system management of temperature in commercial projects.

8. Daylight and Views (1-2 points) promotes the introduction of daylight and outdoor views for building occupants. LEED for Schools awards two credits for 90 percent of classrooms having daylighting, but also awards points for proper light control in AV mode.

9. Acoustical Performance (1 prerequisite and 1-2 points in the LEED for Schools rating system) encourages meeting ANSI standards and ASHRAE guidelines for classroom acoustics. The LEED for Healthcare rating system, currently under development, includes two credits for acoustics. Other LEED rating systems may include specific credits for acoustics in future revisions.

10. Innovation in Design (Up to 4 points) awards points for exceptional performance beyond minimum LEED credit requirements or for innovative green building approaches not specifically addressed in the project’s applicable requirements or for innovative green building approaches—exceptional performance beyond minimum LEED credit requirements or for innovative green building approaches not specifically addressed in the project’s applicable requirements or for innovative green building approaches.

VII. Industry Training and Certifications

These organizations offer excellent training programs and certifications for AV/IT integration professionals, covering a broad range of technologies and skills that they need to provide the highest possible level of service.

Bicsi

Bicsi is a professional association supporting the information transport systems (ITS) industry with information, education and knowledge assessment for individuals and companies. Bicsi serves more than 24,000 ITS professionals, including designers, installers, and technicians. Individuals provide the fundamental infrastructure for telecommunications, audio/video, life safety and automation systems. Through courses, conferences, publications and professional registration programs, Bicsi staff and volunteers assist ITS professionals in delivering critical products and services, and offer opportunities for continual improvement and enhanced professional stature.

Telecommunications Distribution Fundamentals Certificate

Bicsi offers a certificate in Telecommunications Distribution Fundamentals to individuals who complete four Bicsi fundamentals courses and successfully pass a written exam after each course (passing grade 75 percent). This certificate program is designed to provide a basic knowledge of voice, data and video distribution systems within and between commercial buildings, as well as LAN and internetworking basics. It is ideal for non-technical professionals, such as architects, contractors, building managers and sales and marketing personnel.

Registered Communications Distribution Designers (RCDD)*

Those involved in the RCDORLD demonstration have demonstrated their knowledge in the design, implementation and integration of information transport systems and related infrastructure.

Bicsi telecommunications distribution design courses serve as a career path for those seeking advanced knowledge in this area. Several design courses are recommended for candidates preparing to take the RCDDEL examination.

Information Transport System (ITS) Installation Registration

The goal of Bicsi’s Installation Registration Program is to produce highly competent cabling installers in a minimal amount of time and at a reasonable cost. Upon completion of training, program participants should be able to conduct site surveys, pull wire/cable, terminate and test copper and optical fiber cable to the highest level of specification (current Category 6).

Bicsi’s program provides three levels of increased knowledge and experience: Installer Level 1, Installer Level 2, and Technician. The program offers core skills training, registration examinations, and structured on the job training (OJT) to meet the diverse needs of the telecommunications-cabling industry.

Computing Technology Industry Association (CompTIA)

CompTIA Certification Programs

CompTIA certifications are a recognized credential throughout the IT industry, validating foundation-level IT knowledge and skills. CompTIA offers twelve certification programs in key technology areas:

- CompTIA A+
- CompTIA T+ (Design)
- CompTIA Network+
- CompTIA Server+
- CompTIA Security+
- CompTIA ITF+
- CompTIA CTX+
- CompTIA CDAA
- CompTIA Project+
- CompTIA Convergence+
- CEA/CompTIA DiDIT
- CEA/CompTIA PDI

CompTIA University

CompTIA University offers education resources and tools designed to help solution providers grow their businesses and boost profitability.

Education for Business Success

Business Management Resources

Business Assessment and Planning

CUSTOM ELECTRONIC DESIGN & INSTALLATION ASSOCIATION (CEDIA)

CEDIA programs are generally designed for residential systems installations.

CEDIA Certifications

CEDIA offers three levels of certification:

Installer Level 1 — The Level 1 installer is a person who works under supervisor to install wiring, cables, components, and devices for low-voltage electronics in residential applications (including home theater, audio, video, home automation, radio frequency, telephony, and data networks). This person has at least one year of related field experience prior to taking the examination.

Installer Level 2 — The Level 2 installer is a person who works with supervisor to install wiring, cables, components, and devices for low-voltage electronics in residential applications (including home theater, audio, video, home automation, radio frequency, telephony, and data networks). This person has at least one year of related field experience prior to taking the examination.

Advanced EST — The Advanced Electronic Systems Technician assesses the training and job performance of systems technicians, interacts with others, installs, troubleshootes, calibrates, programs remote, works with subsystem integration and control, and ensures that the installation meets the design specifications. This individual must be a CEDIA Certified Level 1 installer with additional knowledge.

Designer — The CEDIA Certified Professional Designer is a person who communicates with clients and design and installation professionals. Also, a Certified Designer selects the appropriate products and materials to design individual (integrated) residential systems (including alarm, intercom, telephone, cable TV, satellite television, data, audio, video, home theater, HVAC, and lighting control). This person has at least five years of related field experience prior to taking the examination.

CEDIA University


INFOCOMM INTERNATIONAL

InfoComm CTS® Certification Program

InfoComm International offers a certification program with three certification designations, intended to develop the following skill sets and technical proficiencies:

- CTS® — Certified Technology Specialist performs general technology solution tasks by creating, operating, and servicing AV solutions, while conducting AV management activities that provide for effective utilization of audiovisual solutions of the clients’ needs, both on time and within budget. This certification is accredited under ISO/IEC 17024.

- CTS® (Installation) — Installs and maintains audiovisual systems by following specifications, schematics, codes, and safety protocols; administering installation process logistics; troubleshooting and problem solving systems; maintaining tools and equipment; and communicating with clients, designers, other trades, other installers and staff to provide the best audiovisual solutions for clients’ needs, on time and within budget. This certification is accredited under ISO/IEC 17024.

- CTS® (Design) — A CTS® Desigee specializes in demonstrating detailed knowledge of how to analyze, select, and plan seamless audiovisual communications equipment integration. The CTS® (Design) demonstrates his or her experience in the form of complete specifications and drawings that deliver a desired outcome to meet a client’s needs. A minimum of two years’ industry experience accompanies the theoretical and practical competencies.
InfoComm Academy® offers courses created through collaboration between members and staff and are delivered online, onsite, streamed, at InfoComm trade shows and Integrated Systems trade shows worldwide, and through licensed programs at client offices. Courses taken at InfoComm Academy can help prepare AV professionals to sit for the CTS exams.

IST COMMERCIAL
www.ifstcommercial.com

IST Commercial operates across the entire professional audiovisual industry to maximize the visual quality of commercial display systems.

IST Commercial Certification Course
The IST Commercial Course teaches the science of light and color and enables the human eye to see in the image it sees. Human factors and the viewing environment are then considered as a part of the equation. Television standards, signal types, and the effects of video signal processing are examined followed by a close look at specifications and what they really mean in the viewing experience. Each display technology is reviewed in terms of performance capabilities as well as limitations and a screen basics course wraps up the detailed look at how it all blends together in what we see.

National Systems Contractors Association (NSCA)
www.nsca.org

NSCA University
The curricula for NSCA University were developed by leading industry subject matter experts, and they encompass the best practices, skills and information needed for career paths as diverse as administrative support, sales, tech, installers, managers and executives. Programming extends to educate consultants, architects, system operators and other allied professionals in working within the commercial electronic systems industry.

NSCA University has five “colleges:
1. College of Business
2. College of System Sales
3. College of Project Management
4. College of Technical Knowledge
5. College of System Design

EST Training and Certification
The NSCA EST Training Series offers three different training levels:

Level 1 introduces new installers to the low voltage trade and provides them with a foundation on which to build. This level is appropriate preparation for the C-EST Exam.

Level 2 builds on the foundation set in Level 1 and continues to train the newer employee in fundamentals or an appropriate entry point for the installer/tech who already has 2-4 years experience on the job. This level is appropriate for those working towards the C-ESTR® Exam.

Level 3 rounds out the systems knowledge for those in the EST Training, or is a good entry point for the installer who already has more than 4 years of experience but would like to sit for the C-EST Exam.

Sound Reinforcement for Technicians
This seminar covers the theory behind how systems work, and demonstrates how to use instrumentation to look “under the hood” to troubleshoot systems. Advanced topics such as crossover adjustments and equalization are presented in a technical, yet practical manner. This course will teach you how systems work and how to fix them when they don’t.

Sound Reinforcement for Designers
This course is designed to emphasize the codependence of room acoustics and sound system design. Initial topics include the measurement and prediction of the acoustic performance of enclosed spaces. Subsequent topics include the teaching of a sound system design process that is based on the room’s acoustics.

Sound-Aud-Con Digital
This course is designed to provide a comprehensive introduction to digital audio, digital signal processing and networking. It will dramatically alter the learning curve for understanding everything from data formats to networked audio systems. This course is for those already comfortable in analog practices and techniques. It is assumed that the attendee is familiar with the principles taught in our Operators and Technicians seminars.

Manufacturer Certifications
In addition to certifications and training offered by major industry associations, many equipment manufacturers provide specialized training and certifications relevant to their technologies.

Users and technology managers are in a unique position to benefit financially and ecologically from the convergence of pro audio, AV, broadcast, IT and other technologically related fields.
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